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New Tax Director in tax advisory team at JP Weber
Tomasz Bartoszek has joined JP Weber's Warsaw office, where, as Tax Director, he will be responsible for supervising
and expanding the Tax Advisory Department at JP Weber.
Tomasz Bartoszek has long experience in tax advisory that he has gained in a company from the so-called Big Four, where
he was involved in tax services for transactions conducted by corporate clients and Private Equity funds. He was also
responsible for coordinating and performing due diligence processes, both on the buyer's and seller's side, and provided
complex transaction support, including, in particular, advice in the structuring of international transactions
of companies and participating in drafting investment agreements. He dealt with numerous cross-border restructuring projects
and developed tax strategies for businesses. Tomasz has also a broad experience in advisory for entities operating in Poland,
in the scope of current tax aspects.
"I am very pleased to join JP Weber's team and contribute to the company's further enhancement, offering my knowledge and
involvement. I will also try to support all projects and build up the tax department to let us better meet our clients' expectations",
says Tomasz Bartoszek.
At JP Weber, Tomasz will be responsible for the team development and for managing the Tax Advisory Department.
In performing these responsibilities, he will cooperate closely i.a. with the Transaction Advisory Services and Mergers &
Acquisitions team, undertaking as well as strengthening interdisciplinary services and projects.
"We are happy that Tomasz Bartoszek has joined our company. His competences and comprehensive experience in taxes are
praiseworthy. We are convinced that Tomasz will add great value to our current and future projects", adds Grzegorz
Piechowiak, Managing Partner at JP Weber.
***
About JP Weber
JP Weber is an independent advisory firm specializing for over 18 years in mergers and acquisitions, transaction advisory
services as well as restructuring projects. Our company also provides support to businesses in running current operations by
delivering solutions related to legal, tax and accounting aspects. JP Weber's Team includes more than 60 business and tax
advisors, lawyers and analysts working in offices in Wrocław, Warsaw and Berlin.
JP Weber is a member of the international M&A Worldwide network bringing together 45 M&A advisory firms from over 40
countries. JP Weber is also a founding member of Eight International - a global firm of independent advisors in the field of
transaction advisory, restructuring and transformation.
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